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Abstract: 

The AIDS pandemic was caused by human immunodeficiency virus type 1 group M 
(HIV-1M). It is not widely appreciated that there are three other HIV outbreaks that emerged 
independently in different regions of Africa during the last century. To date, 13 HIVs have 
been discovered, but only four of which became major outbreaks to varying degrees. HIV-
1M is responsible for 90% of over 35 million deaths, and the other three epidemic HIVs are 
estimated to have infected from 25,000 to 750,000 people each. A handful of key 
determinants explain how and why this happened, including human interaction with the 
simian sources from which the HIVs emerged, but much more important were new ways that 
people spread the viruses to one another. The latter included population movement and 
urbanization, changes in sexual relations, war, and above all new medical procedures 
(unsterile injections and inadequately tested blood transfusions). The emergence of the 
viruses and their epidemic spread were not the result of a random mutation, but rather 
depended upon the combination of specific circumstances at different places and times. The 
AIDS pandemic was not a chance, natural occurrence; it is much more accurately described 
as a (hu)man-made disaster. 
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Key Concepts: 

• The global AIDS pandemic was caused by multiple human immunodeficiency 
viruses. 

• The HIVs emerged from different simian immunodeficiency viruses independently in 
two widely separated regions and at different times, mainly during the early and mid-
twentieth century. 

• Broader understanding of historical, social, and cultural circumstances is necessary to 
explain how and why these viruses emerged and became pandemic. 
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• The most important new circumstances causing the emergence of HIV epidemic 
viruses in the twentieth century were those that facilitated passage of pathogens 
between humans. 

• In addition to population movement, urbanization and changing sexual relations, the 
most ubiquitous new developments increasing the possibility of adapting viruses to 
humans were blood transfusions and injections against diseases or for mass 
vaccination campaigns with insufficiently sterilized needles which were contaminated 
with as yet undiscovered viruses. 

Glossary:  

• Molecular clock: A tool for estimating the phylogeny of viruses based on 
extrapolating their rate of mutation 

• Serial passage: An explanation of the mechanism by which SIVs adapted to become 
HIVs only in the twentieth century when passage of viruses between humans was 
greatly facilitated 

• Simian immunodeficiency virus: Viruses found in over 40 simian species in sub-
Saharan Africa, and from two of which the human immunodeficiency viruses adapted 
in the twentieth century. 

.  

 

Introduction: 

The AIDS pandemic is widely recognized as one of the worst medical disasters in the 
past century. In addition to the enormous death toll of tens of millions who have died, the 
disease was identified near the height of the "miracle" medical discoveries following the 
Second World War that established overwhelming confidence in modern medicine. (Brandt 
2000, LeFanu 1999, Burnham 1982) These included the discovery and mass production of 
penicillin, dramatic advances in heart surgery and transplantation, and thanks in part to 
advances in vaccinations, an unprecedented reduction in infectious diseases. The first cases of 
what we now call AIDS were identified in 1981, only a few years after the eradication of 
smallpox and all that it promised. As a result, the AIDS pandemic shook the health field to its 
core. Despite success in identifying, testing and treating AIDS, the emergence of HIVs and 
their epidemic spread proved to be precursors of other viral outbreaks such as Ebola and 
Zika, well before the COVID-19 pandemic. They have eroded confidence in modern 
medicine that is not likely to be fully restored soon. (Snowden 2008) DOI: 
10.1038/npg.els.0002238 

Much has been discovered about AIDS since it was first recognized, most notably the 
long period of incubation of the virus generally 10 to as long as 20 years in rare cases, during 



which time many of those infected are asymptomatic but still able to silently transmit the 
virus to others. This greatly increased the spread of the virus without any awareness of the 
transmission. The result was to heighten fear and suspicion about who was infected, 
especially before the virus was identified in 1983 and tests were developed two years later 
that could screen for those who were infected but asymptomatic. It took another 10 years to 
find an effective anti-viral treatment, which along with preventive behavioural and public 
health measures finally began to reduce anxiety and help bring the spread of the disease 
under some control in most parts of the higher socio-demographic index countries in the early 
2000s. (UNAIDS 2017) Most writings on the history of AIDS have focused on the search to 
understand its cause and find an effective treatment or prevention. As a result, many other 
features of the disease agent and circumstances that enabled these pandemic and epidemic 
outbreaks have been relatively neglected, including a clear understanding of the mechanisms 
that produced this new virus and the process by which it emerged in different places in a 
relatively short period of time.  

 

The Full Scope Explanation of HIVs Emergence 

 Explanations of the emergence of HIVs are based on the extraordinary work of 
researchers beginning with the recognition that it attacks the immune system, which 
eventually allows opportunistic infections when immunity is compromised. (Curran 2011) 
Soon after the identification of the virus in 1983 by the Montagnier and Barré-Sinoussi group 
at the Pasteur Institute (also reported a year later by the Gallo group at NIH), a test was 
developed and made available in 1985. This helped confirm another feature crucial to 
understanding its spread; the long period of low viral load before the immune system was 
eventually compromised and unable to prevent opportunistic infections.  

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, additional HIVs with genetically distinct lineages 
were discovered in West Africa 2,000 miles away from the first HIV found in central Africa. 
The two pathogens were accordingly named HIV-1 and HIV-2 (Clavel 1986). Another key 
discovery was that HIV-1 had evolved from a simian immunodeficiency virus in 
chimpanzees in central Africa. (Peeters 1989, Huet 1990) This was followed very soon by 
discovery of the SIV source of the West African HIV-2 (Hirsch 1989), in a different simian 
species: Sooty Mangabey monkeys. (Hirsch 1989) Careful testing and DNA mapping of 
phylogenetic trees, subsequently showed that three other HIV-1 groups had crossed over 
from central African simians. (Simon 1998, Plantier 2009) Likewise, as Figure 1 shows, the 
same was found to have occurred in nine cases with the HIV-2 strains.  

Figure 1 HIVs discovered to date 
Virus Geogr. origin Est. date No. of Infections 

(estimates) 
HIV - 1       
Group M Cameroon 1909-33 77,000,000 



Group N Cameroon 1948-67 20** 
Group O Cameroon 1903-48 100,000 
Group P Cameroon   2** 
        
HIV-2       
Subtype A  Cape Verde 

Islands, Guinea 
Bissau 

1928-47 750,000 

Subtype B Ivory Coast 1931-59 750,000 
Subtype C Liberia   1* 
Subtype D Liberia   1* 
Subtype E Sierra Leone   1* 
Subtype F Sierra Leone      2** 
Subtype G Ivory Coast   1* 
Subtype H Ivory Coast   1** 
Subtype I Ivory Coast   1* 
*Cases reported so far 
** Including outside Africa 
Sources: Faria 2012, 2014; Wertheim 2009; Lemey 2003; UNAIDS 2022 
 

Several means were utilized to estimate the age of these viruses, including 
retrospective diagnoses of previously reported cases and a world-wide search and testing of 
stored tissue and serum samples. Somewhat later, beginning in 2000, researchers applied a 
new technique of phylogenetic analysis, based on HIV mutation rates called molecular 
clocks, to estimate the timing of the most recent common ancestor of HIV samples whose 
DNA was mapped. (Kumar 2005) Edward Hooper’s book, The River, remains the most 
extensive effort to track down possible cases of unknown deaths that had likely been caused 
by undetected AIDS, and he concluded that the virus emerged quite recently, in mid-
twentieth century. The search for physical samples that could be tested for HIV antibodies 
found that the earliest for HIV-1 was from a man in Leopoldville (in the Belgian Congo) who 
took part in a 1959 study of genetic diseases. (Nahmias 1986) Shortly thereafter, samples that 
tested positive for HIV-2 dating from the mid-1960s in the Ivory Coast and neighboring West 
African countries were found stored in a WHO serum databank. (LeGuenno 1989, Kawamura 
1989).  

The molecular clock estimates pushed back the emergence dates of the earliest HIVs 
as many as 30 to 40 years before the earliest date of tested samples. (Korber 2000, Lemey 
2003, Faria 2012, 2014) There was still general agreement that these HIVs were very recent 
in origin compared to the apparently much older simian viruses. These SIVs are very 
widespread across sub-Saharan Africa, in over 40 species of apes and monkeys (Locatelli 
2012), which indicates a long evolutionary period. Likewise, they are asymptomatic in 
simians which also strongly suggests a long period of endemic evolution. More direct 
evidence to confirm this came from a recent study of monkeys on Bioko Island off the coast 



of Equatorial Guinea which became isolated when seawaters rose 30,000 years ago. They 
were found to have the same type of SIV as their mainland relatives. (Worobey 2010). 

 

Limited Scope explanations to Date 

The explanation to date of the emergent HIVs and the subsequent AIDS pandemic 
raises two questions. First, if SIVs are ancient and human-simian interaction is widespread 
and long standing, why did HIVs emerge only in the twentieth century? The second question 
is that if the pandemic was not the result of a one-time random mutation, then why did 
multiple HIVs emerge, only some of which became epidemic, and one pandemic? 
Explanations to date have focused mostly on the HIV-1M strain which is responsible for 90% 
of infections in the world. These explanations, unfortunately, ignore the questions of what 
produced multiple HIVs by the middle of the twentieth century as well as why some became 
epidemic and some did not. Moreover, even the explanations for HIV-1M have been 
incomplete and usually not generalizable for the other HIV-1 groups. 

The earliest and most controversial explanation was by Hooper. Beginning with the 
1959 date for the first samples with identifiable cases of AIDS or HIV antibodies, he 
concluded that the production in the Belgian Congo of a polio vaccine using chimpanzee 
kidneys in the mid-1950s was responsible for the virus and epidemic. Hooper was quickly 
challenged for a number of reasons, perhaps most compellingly because it did not explain the 
emergence of the other HIVs. In addition, tests of the polio vaccine showed that it used 
rhesus monkey kidneys (Weiss 2001); and even if additional local animals were used from 
the Kisangani site of production (colonial Stanleyville, Belgian Congo), the chimpanzees of 
that region were found to have a different SIV than the ones in southeastern Cameroon from 
which HIV-1M adapted (Worobey 2004, Keele, et al. 2006). A final criticism came from new 
molecular clock estimates of the timing of the crossover which were 20-30 years earlier than 
the polio vaccine program. (Wertheim 2009) Researchers quickly turned to another 
explanation first suggested at a meeting in London in 2000 to review the Hooper thesis.  
(Martin 2001) A summary of the new explanation is that a hunter in Cameroon was infected 
from a cut while butchering a chimp with SIV. He then made his way down the Sangha River 
to the Congo, where the urban setting of Leopoldville (later renamed Kinshasa) became the 
“epicenter” of the AIDS epidemic. In the capital of the Belgian Congo, this view concludes, 
the demographic and other features of colonial rule provided the possibility for evolution and 
epidemic spread of HIV-1M. (Hahn 2000, Pepin 2011, Timberg and Halperin 2012, 
Quammen 2015). 

 

Broader Interdisciplinary Perspective 

The features of the “cut hunter/ Kinshasa epicenter” explanation are plausible but 
limited in focus and in some cases misleading either because they lack sufficient evidence or 



proponents have misread key colonial historical documents and cultural practices. But more 
important is that they have not been tested to see if they can explain the other HIVs and 
epidemics. A much more useful explanation of the HIV-1M pandemic should also account 
for the emergence of all the HIVs and the multiple epidemics caused by some of them. To 
achieve this, a broader interdisciplinary perspective is necessary not only to understand in 
more depth the emergence and epidemic spread of HIV-1M in southeastern Cameroon and 
Kinshasa but also to account for the emergence of the other HIV-1 groups, including the 
epidemic spread of group O as well as the emergence of the multiple HIV-2s and the 
epidemic spread of two of them. 

Examining the first matter begins with the question of human-simian interaction in 
southeastern Cameroon. Recent anthropological fieldwork in the Sangha River basin (Rupp 
2016) found that hunting was only one of many kinds of contact there between the people and 
non-human primates both historically and to the present day. Many baby chimps had been 
taken as pets, villagers often chased apes from their fields, and they competed in harvesting 
wild fruits from the forest. Marx et al., had also reported in 1989 that sooty mangabeys, the 
host monkey of HIV-2 ancestral viruses, were commonly kept as pets in West Africa. (Marx 
1981) On the question of whether colonial rule in the twentieth century resulted in more 
hunting that might have increased chances of exposure to SIVs through the introduction of 
firearms, the researchers found instead a continuity of hunting practices in the early decades 
of the twentieth century. Guns were first introduced well before 1900 thanks to the slave and 
legitimate trades, but for obvious reasons European colonial rulers did not want Africans to 
have guns. There were significant changes, from head taxes to forced relocation of villages, 
but it took time –until the 1930s – for these to reach this part of Cameroon, well isolated from 
the capital of Yaoundé. 

Researchers found evidence and testimony of long-established historical movement of 
people and goods down the Sangha River to the Congo, and notably upriver as well. Africans, 
Europeans and their pets, as well as commerce moved up and down this natural highway 
through the rain forest. But like hunting, there was more continuity than abrupt change in the 
early decades of the twentieth century when crossovers of SIV to HIV are estimated to have 
occurred. The overall conclusion of this research is that there is ample evidence to support the 
explanation that an African or European exposed to an SIV, or a chimp pet with SIV, moved 
from southeastern Cameroon to Kinshasa or elsewhere in the Congo River basin. It is also 
possible that there were ecological changes that caused a shift in the territory of these SIV-
infected chimpanzees. Even if the molecular clock estimates of adaptation are accurate (1920 
+/- 11 years), the time of the virus reaching Kinshasa is difficult to determine. In addition, 
more changes likely came to the region towards the end of the estimated period (~1930) 
rather than with the beginning of colonial rule (~1910). 

If SIVs are ancient and the emergence of multiple HIVs in the twentieth century was 
not the result of a random mutation or cut hunter, what new circumstances can explain the 
adaptation of simian viruses to become human ones? One explanation that accounts both for 



multiple emergence as well as epidemic spread of some HIVs is the serial passage theory of 
animal virologist Preston Marx. (2001, 2011) This explanation begins with the observation 
that HIVs are not a simple zoonotic infection caused by SIVs. (Marx 2004) Unlike rabies or 
Ebola which affect a person just as they do the infected animal, when a human is infected by 
a monkey or chimpanzee with SIV, as happens occasionally in Africa and primate labs in the 
U.S., the infection goes unnoticed, and the hypothesis is that an initial elevated viral load is 
suppressed in about 6-8 weeks. (Klatt 2012) This theory is supported by the lack of a life-
long infection in persons infected with SIV or SIV-like viruses. If, however, through some 
means that person infects another person during this initial period, the SIV passage would 
result in a viral load higher and lasting longer, as the virus mutates and adapts for survival in 
the new human host. If this second person then infects a third, a more likely occurrence 
because of the increased and extended viral load, then the opportunity for further adaptation 
increases. Marx proposed that this serial passage was mediated by iatrogenic mechanisms, 
mainly unsterile injections, and Drucker showed the massive nature of ever cheaper injection 
devices being made available in the twentieth century. (Drucker 2001) Schneider expanded 
the concept by proposing transfusions would be the most efficient means of serial passage. 
(Schneider 2013) By the third passage, according to Marx, it is possible to have produced a 
bona fide “human” immunodeficiency virus that can be passed between people; in other 
words, it is an HIV. 

Several features of this explanation fit what has been observed of the adaptation of 
multiple HIVs and epidemic spread of a few. First, serial passage is not new. Since being 
discovered by Pasteur, it has become a well-established biomedical technique used to develop 
vaccines such as the oral polio vaccine. Although common in the laboratory, serial passage in 
nature is neither common nor easy, hence it explains why there are not larger numbers of new 
HIVs. Second, serial passage is not so difficult as to make adaptation unique. In other words, 
the low and limited duration of viral loads at first and second passage explain the rare but not 
unique number of HIVs that have emerged. Finally, and most important, serial passage 
depends on an increase in transmission of viruses between humans, not simian-human 
infection. From this follows the most convincing feature of the theory, namely the reason 
why HIVs have both emerged and some became epidemic in the twentieth century: new 
developments making it easier for humans to pass viruses between themselves. This 
phenomenon is somewhat counter-intuitive because we are blind to the increased risk of 
infection that arose during the last century. Discoveries such as the germ theory, 
developments of new vaccines, and increased surveillance more than made up for increased 
risk of spreading infections because of urban growth, greater mobility of people, increased 
sexual relations with multiple partners, and new medical procedures such as injections and 
transfusions that could be contaminated especially by an unknown virus. 

The situation in Africa after colonial rule was obviously different, including new 
developments that unintentionally increased risks of passing viruses, but unlike Europe, the 
protections and limitations to minimize the risks were much less in effect. Thus, even though 
some argue that the health of Africans improved during the course of the twentieth century 



(as reflected in population growth and life expectancy), there were also new developments 
permitting easier passage of viruses between humans, especially an undetected virus like 
HIV.  Those cited to explain the HIV-1M pandemic include the increased movement of 
people, notably to growing urban centers, the rise of prostitution in the cities, and the mass 
campaigns against disease using injections and inoculations. Unfortunately, colonial rule 
brought only partially effective efforts to monitor, treat and prevent disease. Plus, some of 
these very efforts (e.g., inoculation with instruments insufficiently sterilized or contaminated 
blood transfusion) added to the passage of viruses.  

Determining the role of each of the increased risks for all emerging HIVs is difficult 
because of their numbers and their isolated nature. Moreover, as the study of human-simian 
relations in southeastern Cameroon and West Africa has shown, there was likely frequent 
exposure of humans to SIVs. On the other hand, the four epidemic HIVs, produced by the 
same increased risk of infection, have left much more evidence to study. Hence, if the serial 
passage theory is correct, an examination of circumstances producing increased exposure of 
humans to each other’s pathogens should explain both adaptation and the spread of the four 
epidemic HIVs. 

The most frequently mentioned, and obvious new development was the movement of 
people and concentration in urban centers. This is fundamental to the Kinshasa as epicenter 
explanation, but the question is whether it also applies to the other three epidemic HIVs 
(HIV-1 group O and HIV-2 A and B). First, the demographic history of colonial Kinshasa 
was not one of simple and rapid growth. There was greater increase in population movement 
during the 1930s Great Depression (out of the city), and back into the city after the Second 
World War. (Gondola 1997) Second, although Abidjan likely played a similar role for HIV-2, 
there is no firm evidence that the two large urban areas of Cameroon (Douala and Yaoundé) 
played this epicenter role in the spread of HIV-1 group O which apparently was dispersed in 
various parts of the country. (Leoz 2015). Likewise, in the case of HIV-2A in Guinea-Bissau, 
there was no comparable urban center in the colony. To date, there is not enough research on 
HIV-2B to draw conclusions. It is also worth noting that HIV-1 group O and HIV-2 A and B 
have been reported to replicate slower than HIV-1 group M, and these virological differences 
may also have played a major role in transmissibility and epidemiological spread of the 
viruses. (Damond 2002, Mourez 2013)  

The role of prostitution is even more complicated. It is likely that multi-partner 
prostitution played a significant role in Kinshasa, as has been frequently suggested in 
explanations (de Sousa 2010, Pepin 2011), but much more so after the Second World War. 
Before that time, there were limited numbers of women in the city, and the practice is better 
characterized as a kind of concubinage with stable and long-term relationships (Lauro 2018). 
It is likely that prostitution in Abidjan after 1945 played a role in the spread of HIV-2A, but 
this has been very little studied. (Amat-Roze 1999) Since the HIV-1 group O epidemic in 
Cameroon was at least in part rural, it is difficult to conclude that urban prostitution played a 
decisive role. Finally, researchers who have studied the case of Guinea-Bissau and 



neighboring Gambia have found that prostitution was rural and regional, rather than the 
typically portrayed practice of a big city like Kinshasa. (Wilkins 1991, Pepin 1991, Buckner 
1999) 

The introduction of modern medical procedures, especially insufficiently sterilized 
needles used in disease campaigns, seems to be the new development that most likely played 
a role in all epidemic HIVs. Beginning with smallpox even before the first World War, then 
expanding to include yellow fever, sleeping sickness and venereal disease, mass disease 
prevention campaigns were introduced in all European colonies, including those in central 
Africa (Belgian Congo and Cameroon), and West Africa (the Ivory Coast and Guinea-Bissau) 
where the adaptation and epidemic HIVs emerged. The timing and specific practice varied by 
disease and local practice. For example, campaigns against smallpox and yellow fever were 
more widespread in West African locations (Schneider 2009), while sleeping sickness was 
the subject of campaigns in Cameroon and the Belgian Congo. (Ronin 2014, Janssens and 
Burke 1992, Lyons 2002) Kinshasa also opened a venereal disease clinic in 1929 that 
continued for the next two decades. (Pépin 2011), but campaigns against the other diseases 
were meant to reach the vast majority of the population in the countryside and villages, via 
periodic visits by teams of doctors and assistants. This model began in the Belgian Congo 
before 1914 (Ronin 2014), but it was dramatically increased and publicized by the work of 
Eugène Jamot. (Lachenal 2013) His mobile medical teams were especially active in south 
central Cameroon, where they examined over 600,000 people in 1928, with over 110,000 
found to be infected with sleeping sickness. (Headrick 2014) 

Blood transfusion came only slightly later to sub-Saharan Africa, but was slower to 
become widely practiced, because it was only done in hospitals (Schneider 2013). But the 
acceleration of investment in colonies after 1945, including hospital construction, plus 
advances in simplified blood transfusion during the war, and the lack of dependence on an 
external source of the “medicine” (blood was collected locally), greatly expanded the use of 
transfusion. In addition, the almost certainty of becoming infected by a contaminated 
transfusion, greatly magnified the role of the practice, at least in the epidemic spread of HIV 
beginning in the 1950s. Only in Guinea-Bissau did war play a significant role in the epidemic 
spread of HIV. The liberation war of 1963-74 greatly affected population movement, but 
there was increased use of disease campaigns only in the colonial ruled regions of the 
country. (Varanda 2018).  

 

Conclusion 

 

The work of numerous virologists and evolutionary biologists has identified over a dozen 
HIVs that emerged in the twentieth century in two widely separated parts of Africa. 
Identifying how and why this occurred requires further research, but it is of crucial 



importance to understand the historical, cultural and social setting at the time. Broad 
references to European colonial rule are not very useful in learning from this epidemic; more 
detailed analysis of specific customs, health practices, and living patterns offer a better 
understanding of common developments, such as mass injection campaigns, as well as the 
particular circumstances of labor migration or war that facilitated emergence and the 
epidemic spread of the viruses. Rather than seeing AIDS as a random natural occurrence, this 
perspective reveals the crucial role of human activity in epidemic disaster. 
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